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Motivation: DAMA & CoGeNT
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CDMS II Detectors

4 Phonon Channels

2 Charge Channels

\[
\frac{\text{Charge Energy}}{\text{Phonon Energy}} = \text{“Yield”}
\]
CDMS II at Low Energies
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CDMS II at Low Energies

CDMS timing rejection fails below ~10 keV...
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CDMS II at Low Energies

CDMS timing rejection fails below \( \sim 10 \) keV...

... which is precisely the 7 GeV WIMP signal region.

Low Background CDMS II Data
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"Zero Yield"
Low Threshold Analysis

2 keVne Threshold

→ Significant Background Rates

Used only 8 Ge detectors with the lowest trigger thresholds (1.5-2.5 keV)
(Yellin method “optimal gaps” happened to all be in a single detector)

2006-2008 data randomly subdivided:
1/4 used to define cuts in yield
3/4 used to calculate limits  (241 kg-days raw exposure)
The Nuclear Recoil Energy Scale

(Luke from charge measurement)
The Nuclear Recoil Energy Scale

(Luke from charge measurement)

Alternatively, we can eliminate charge noise by assuming a particular yield...

Nuclear Recoil Energy = Measured x Scaling Factor
The Nuclear Recoil Energy Scale

Nuclear Recoil Energy = Measured x Scaling Factor

Step 1:
Calibrate the absolute scale using Ge activation lines.

The 1.298 keV line calibration was pushed in the conservative overestimating direction to the 90% confidence level for each detector.
The Nuclear Recoil Energy Scale

Nuclear Recoil Energy = Measured x Scaling Factor

Step 2:
Define a nuclear recoil scaling factor.

Again conservatively, the slightly low yield seen by CDMS was used. If we are off, we are overestimating phonon energy.
Nuclear Recoil Yield Band Definition

Extrapolating backgrounds into the signal region, it was found that \(-0.5\sigma\) to \(+1.25\sigma\) maximizes reach.
Event Selection

The events within the band are the WIMP candidates.
Spectra

Blue Region: Hooper et al., PRD 82 123509 (2010)
$m\chi=7 \text{ GeV/c}^2$ (90% CL) $\sigma_{SI} \approx 7 \times 10^{-41} - 2 \times 10^{-40} \text{ cm}^2$

CoGeNT
(background model subtracted)
arXiv:1103.3481
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Limits

Conservatively assume all candidates may be WIMPs. (ie, no background subtraction)

Limit defined using optimum interval method

Spin-independent elastic scattering WIMP interpretation ruled out for joint DAMA/CoGeNT region.

A portion of the CoGeNT region remains, where only a small fraction of the excess is WIMP recoils.

DAMA/LIBRA, light blue CoGeNT region, and combined region:
Hooper et al., PRD 82 123509 (2010)
Varying the Nuclear Recoil Energy Scale
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Fiducial volume definition is much more stringent, and can be phonon-only.
Luke Phonon Gain

Background rejection destroyed, but threshold greatly lowered (~50eV so far).

Conclusions

A low-threshold, non-zero-background analysis of the CDMS II exposure is inconsistent with the light wimp interpretation of DAMA/CoGeNT.

Future detectors will probe the light mass region significantly more effectively.
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No CoGeNT Background Subtraction
Extrapolating CDMS Backgrounds

Sidebands for background estimate:

1.3 keV line

Expected background spectra:

Event rate (keV^{-1} kg^{-1} day^{-1})
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How far do we need to push the energy scale for agreement?
Experimental Outlook

- 1 event/kg/year*
- 1 event/10 kg/year*
- 1 event/100 kg/year*
- 1 event/ton/year*

*for a 100 GeV/c² WIMP on Ge target with a 10 keV low energy threshold
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